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Ir, the last years, the cranked random phase approximation 
(CRPA) bas been eXtensively ~sed for the analysis of high spin states 
in even-ever.. r1uclei [1] • In this analysis the ynain accent is 
on the description of er:er[~:_y characteristics. However, the study 
of electromagnetic momerJts and transit-ions of collective rotational 
states can give equally important inforn:ation. Ir most cases this 
information on elmg. mome~ts and transitions is more detailed and 
deepened in comparison with the energy spectrum. 

Ir. the paper by Hamamoto and Sae:awa (2] El and i\ll transitions 
were analysed in the framework of the crankinr rn-odelo In these pa
pers, the matrix elements of transition operators in the yrast line 
states were determined with respect to quasiparticle vacuum. Ho;vever, 
the question arises what is the role of quasiparticle correlations 
in the yrast line states in description of electromagnetic tranoitions, 
because the yrast line state is not in fact the quasiparticle vacuum 
but the phonon vacuum. The other problem is connected with linear 
boson image of a transition operator which is usually used in calcu
lation of transition probabilities. The forn1ulation of the JRPA 
based or_ conservation laws [3] showed the necessity of includinr the 
second order terms of boson expansion of Binp.:le-particle operators 
in the cranking hamiltonian. Quantitative description of ali,&-nrnent 
of intrinsic angular momentun1 in octupole states in actinides, rnade 
in [4] , confirmed the importance of the boson second order terrr. in 
expansion of the anrular moraertul-J operator J.,. 

In this letter, the inclusion of boson second order terms of 
boson expansion of transition operators as well as inclusion of qua
siparticle correlations in yrast line states is shown to be important 
for describinf elmg. characteristics in even-even rotating nuclei in 
the framework of the JRPA approach. 

The reduced transition probability connected with a spherical 
teraor rr~r is civen by 

In the 
ten as 

& (T~ ·, I,_, I~) = '· i<I2M,o~.zl-"!;j.II.11,o<,)i 2. ( 1) 

high spin limit 
follows [J} : 

I,"'I.:~.">'>A this probability can be rewrit-
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f>(T~ ;I, ... I .. )-% I<I2.~=I2 ,ol,il:_/'.:r,..,r,lo<,~M,=~)i, (Z) 
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where I IM=Io<) is the CRPA state in the coordinate system where 

the quantum axis coincides with the x-axis. For simplicity, further 
we lliTill use a shortened assignmert I oti M) = (ol.1) • 

In the case of electroma£netic transitions from the one-phonon 
8tate \ Q(..ri) = 'b,!:',l 01) to the yrast line state, which is deter-
r:1i.ned as the phonon va~ur;J \al..2."l'> = \OI') ( ~jOI)-=. 0) , one 
can write [J] *) 

<o(,J.,IT.._r 1a~,r;> ~<or, I [1r<I.zi:t.c:b~,J 1 or;>· . (3 ) 

Electr::lttlaenetic transitions between the states 

and loi,I_,) = 'D;,IOJ;.) in the CRPA approach are 
followin~ E'atrix elements: 

I ot, I;> = '1!:. I or,) 
characterised by the 

In the CRPA approach each single-particle operator can be 
expressed in the form of the boson expansion (see,e•E• [3] ) 

T =(QITIQ/ +TUitT(2). ( 5 ) 
v;rbere < Q \TI Q) is the expectation value of the operator T 
with respect to vacuum I Sl) of the cranking model quasiparticles, 

T(-1.) and T(Z) are the linear boson term and quadratic 
boson term, respectively where bosons are understood 

particle bosons b:K ':= c:{tot\. , b7i(-=- o(~c(_+K or 
(see [3] ). Cancretely, for the positive signature ( 

tor R,.('il")TR;'C'Ir) ~ • T we have 

as two-quasi-
b"':"- ; o~..•,L;: 

LK L ~ 

eJ =:. + ) opera-

Ull T(6;•) I.Q>; L (KITI-1:> (I'>~ p,~ +~ck B.k Bi) 
"' _(+l (+\ ( + h 1 ) 

(6 J I (i) = ~ tT b,r • ~ b'i 
. T)l; ~j-E;j(b;Jj~+ b7~bF)+t';j-( b~J..-~+~~.::6r,.))· 

where Blk: (BL~e. \ ;fte the coefficients of the Bogolubov transforma-

tion (see l1] ), and numbers h=--t 1 , "Z:=-:t 1 and Ot.= ±1. 
characterise the properties of an operator 'T with respect to 

*)rn the framework of the yrast line,states ore interpreted as the 
phonon vacuum corresponding to a given value of rotational frequen
cy or angular momentum I. Therefore, we denote these vacuun1 states 
as lOD. For simplicity, sometimes we will omit the index I; eo the 
phonon vacuum i,:;o denotf'd by I 0) 
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hermitian conjugation ( T+=- ~T ), complex conjugation (kIT! .f)_,.= 

'Z <KIT If) and time-reversal ( 'J"T'J~~ OTT ). ore can 

oCtain similar expression for the negative si,:;nature operator 

< R,('lf) T R;'('rr) , -I J 

(Q !T(oo-)\Q) = 0 

Tt-'(~) = L i~ ( 6~' b/' ~z) f = ik,T. oz 
(7) 

r , 
Tc-c2-) = h{-f~:(b7..,br, .. 61.,br.,/+i~)(bi:..,bj.., +~"bi")}-

corresponding negativeJsienature and positive sifnature pbonons 

have the following forms: 

,..,[+ , )-j_( -·")(!-~_]_ Yli)( p"-+lb+ (- -l+ll L --· YV.._re- +-ax ... ''::< -rrfi' + j ~"+ x P;t"'rJ,r'J·'J 

(+> ~-l { - (8) 
C/J._ W=-J" ~(&-ieJ = v~J{(J\+P;b; + (X-PJ;~}, f' iJ, ~c. 

Eq.(B) can be understood as a transforn;ation from the space of-two-

-quasiparticle bosons to the space of phonons. The inverse transfor-

mations are 

bti. J2' ~ {(x+Pi;J~'tl;cs=•) -(x-Pf1'1l.l~>=•)} 

b; • f.q_{ (XtP)~~(o=-) -(1'--P);'~iH J 
( 9) 

Further, we will analyse the following situations. 

1. Transitions along the yrast line and tbg moments in the yrast 

line states. • 

Since the yrast line contains only states with positive signa

ture (ever: values of angular momentum), transitions along the yrast 

line ( ai = even) as well as moments in the yrast line states are 

connected with the positive signature transition operator T (j_n 

the case of R - symmetric nucleus this operator does not change 

parity as well). The corresponding transition rriS.trix elemett is 

< oi ... Ilj.,(6,t)\ OI,'>-;;;(Q 11,,r;r,1 Q) +<OI,IV2)10J,),(10) 

where the expectation value ir: the quasiparticle vacuum \ Q) is 

determined by the cranking model in terms of the cranking condition 

(Q.I'J,.I.rP~JI(I+il ·Using (5), (6) and (9) one can 

obtain 
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<or, I T~r·r.-r,<o,•> I 011'> = < Q I T;.r I Q.) + 

• 2 'ij.f+.1r()(.-p)\-l (X-Pf:' t 1"-PJ~~ (l<.-Pl·~ 1 + (H) 
L Lj~ I""' {"*" 1('\ ~""' l"" 
'jM • -1!:- [(Ht' (X-P)~' + (X-Pt~U-P):_ ]1 · 

l_l t..""' Jkoo. ln. J"""J 
It can be seen from eq.~11) that quasiparticle correlat~ons in the 

phonon vacuum (which iG involved in the second term in eq. (10)) 

leado to an additional nontrivial term in (11) for transition matrix 

elements ( AI:: ]:z.- I-t -1: 0 ) as well as for an expectation value 

of the tran8ition operator moment ( D.I= I.z.-I1 = 0 ). It must 

be noted that this additional term depends on two-quasiparticle 

ar11plitudes of all pbonons of both signatures and parities. The 

differeiDce between (OJ~ I "Gr16",.)/0J,) and ( Slli,f" I.Q) 
allows.one to estin~te the influence of quasiparticle correlations 

in the phonon vaccum. 

2. ElectrorJagnetic transitions from one-phonon states to the yrast 

line states. 

In this case, we have to analyze transitions w~th and without 

the signature change. If we assume that the lowest excited states 

in an even-ever nucleus are really one-phonon states (without any 

anbarmonicity), the quadratic boson part T.Af(.2.) does not give an;y 

contribution to the matrix element of the transition operator. With 

use of 0 ), (6) and (9) we can write for this matrix element the 

following relations: • 
for the transition froa; the negative signature one-phonon otate 

(, 2 ) 

and for the transition frorr1 the positive signature one-phonon state 

< O:!J T,~r C/J; (o,•>!Ji!> = < oifl}.r ,~: (G"·•l]~£> ~ 
~ ~2' U(;<tP)~J~ f,_J,z - ( X-Pf,7 t,i ~ · en) 

In this case e~resaions i12) and (13) coincide with analoeous ones 

giver in [3] , and one can see that i:f excited states are described by 

pure one-phonon states neither quadratic boson part '1;..f (!) o~ the , 
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transition operator n?r quasiparticle correlations give contribution 
to (12) or (13). 

3. Electromagnetic transitions between one-phonon states and moments 
in them. 

In the geLeral case, one-phonon states are characterized by even 
as well as odd values of angular momentum, and therefore, by Coth va
lues oi signature. According to the selection rule with respect 
to sig:nature, the transitions with spin change ai = even values 
( .L!.l =0,2,4 ) are described by the transition operator of 
positive signature while the transitions with .tJ.I = odd values 
( .AI "'1,3,5_ ) are connected vrith the transition operator of 
Legative signature. 

Transition matrix elemerts with odd spin change (sie-:nature 
chanee) can be expressed as follows: 

<J;ti "' +ll T;..rls--l ~.16'-'lij r = < or)f~"p>-.-J,[~;czJ ,'tl;,(~r:±JJ]I DI,>-(14) 

Using (7), (8) and (9) it is possible to rev1rite this expression 
in the following form: 

<d..(G"·-ll 11-(o•-)\o£(6•+)1) <::2L{t2(X+Pt' (X+P)H + 
:.2 ~ "f- I '1 i.j~ t' 'J It'! 011 

+ t'( X+P) 1~ (X+Pf'_ +t~(X-Pf.:~ 1'-Pt + t'(X-P'1H (Xf' l 
LJ I" ''" 'J ,..,'(' J"' 'J ''"' )I"' J (15a) 

(,(J(6'~t)l ~)6"=-.)lci,(G•-)) "'2 Lit': (X+P)~-:! (X+Pf+'_ + 
1 i.j.., lJ J"' l""' 

d~' (li'•Pi•' (X+Pt' t it:(x-Pf'(X-Pt' +t:' (X-Pf~ (X-Pt~} · 
'J "" J"' 'J "" J'" 'J '" J'" (15b) 

FrorH (14) one can see that only inclusion· of the linear boson term 
ir. the transition operator means zero probability of transitions 
betweer, one-phonon states ~lith signature change (with Al = 1, ), 
5, ••• ). For description of transition with sie:nature change in 
ever.-even nuclei one has to involve the quadratic boson term 
in the transition operator. It should be pointed out that transiti
ons of that type are experimentally observed (see e.g. quadrupole 
transitions with AI"' 1 between the states in the lowest rotati.onal 
bands in 168Er [5) ). 

Transition matrix elements witq even spin change (without 
signature change) are giver. by 
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(16) 

· · <d}o~:tliF ...... Ir~·llo~,(.-'±)L) =<OJ/[ IHIOI?L +<~I [~!G~:'.).[~Ittf6'!~ 1 1DI> · r ~ '1"".2. -z 1' , ~"- U ~ 
where <O~IT>r(6=i)J0]1:( is given by (11) and the second term in 
(16) can be rewritten by means of (6), (8) and (9); eo eventually 
we obtain 

(d(a=•li IT (G'=-+l\oi,(G"<+JI1'> =<O:f.:tl~ (Er=•JIOI1>~" + 
' 2A( 'f '2 

·~L\.f:.'IX•P)~:_''(X+Pf':' + {':(X+P)~~.z'1 (X+Pf~''' + 
~j""' ~J lltl J r,.. LJ 1.111 J 1'11 

+ -fi:' ( X-Pf·~' (X-P)~~'1 + t~~ (X-Pf·'' (X-P)~"-'1 } (17a l 
1 J"' '"" 'J J"' "" 

(d2(G'=-JI) ~/o=-) lo~,(G"=-)11) = <OI2 IT,y.(l?~•l 1011> h.x,", + 

+ZL if!:' (XtPf.t-\X+Pf'-l +-t~: (X+P)~~-J(XtPt•=' + 
'J'" J J.. ,.. 'J J.. l .. 

· t 1 (X-P}"'·-)cx-Pf"·-) + t'-(x-rt=1 (x-rf;~ l. (17b) ~J j"' I 1"1 t J J 1<11 f.,.., I 
The comparison of (17) with (15) shows the different character 
of transitions with and without the signature change. This compa
rison supports the well-knovm fact that with increasing rotational 
frequer:cy a given rotational band splits into two bands, each being 
characterized by a good signature number 6= + end G"=-
Intrabend transitions in each of these bands have another character 
than interband transitions: 6'= ± ~ 6=. 1=' • The similar beha
viour of transitions with 61 =1 with respect to the signature 
change was shown in paper by Hamamoto and Mottelson [6] in the 
framework of the particle-rotor model for odd nonaxial nuclei. In 

[71 , the contribution to E2 and Ml transitions with fj I=--. i 
in odd nuclei caused by polarisation of the core via rotational 
Goldstone mode is discussed, This Goldstone mode gives also contri
butior: to the second term in right-haV!d aide of (11 >*). 

It can be seen from eqs. (10),(11),(15) and (17) that the inclu
sion of quasipart~cle correlations in the yrast line of even-ever: 
nuclei leads to the appearance of the second term in {11) and there
fore, to the redeterntination of electromagnetic momer:ts in the yrast 

*)Notice that the importance of the quadratic boson term for the 
description of the ir.terband electric transitions between the excited 
nonrotational statP.a had been shown also in the quasiparticle-phonon 
model for deformed even-even nuclei [B] • 
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line states as well as in the excited states above the yrest line. 
The signature dependence of electromagnetic transitions between the 
states near the yrast ~line can be explained in the framework of the 
CRPA by both the inclusion of the quasiparticle correlations in the 
RPA vacuum and the inclusion of the quadratic boson tern1 in expan
sion (5) of the transition operator. These inclusions are valid for 
both axial and nonaxial nuclei because the assumption of axiality 
was not used anywhere in this paper. 
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